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Remember  C.L. Deipa? On this worksheet we drop the C, L, p, & a which leaves just  D  e  i
Draw a box around your final isolated equation. 
1.) Find the initial velocity of a bullet a certain  !        Labeled Drawing:
distance from the end of a gun  barrel undergoing 
an average acceleration  if it leaves the barrel with 
a particular velocity.
 
2.)  With what velocity must you throw an object       Labeled Drawing:
down starting at a position y above the ground  
if it is to hit the ground in t seconds?

3.) How far will a car travel if it is  moving at a         Labeled Drawing:
certain speed then accelerates at a constant rate 
to a new speed?  

4.) How much time will it take an object to go          Labeled Drawing:
from v1 to v2 if it undergoes an acceleration of a?

5.) An object is thrown from a tree at a certain         Labeled Drawing:    

height and it hits the ground in τ seconds. 
What is the initial velocity of the object?

6.) You read on a package that a particular air         Labeled Drawing:
rocket has a certain launch velocity. What will 
be the equation for its total time of flight? 

7.) How long will it take  a rock thrown up            Labeled Drawing:
from a balcony  a certain height h above the 
street with a particular initial velocity to hit
 the street?

8.) What is the final velocity of a ball rolling          Labeled Drawing: 
down an incline if you know the average 
velocity and initial velocity? 

9.) A student standing at a certain position away                        10.) A steel ball is hit with the spring  from the plunger at 
from a launch pad watches a launch of a rocket                                the start of a pinball game.  With what initial vel.
with a known launch velocity. What will be the!                              does the ball come off the plunger if it undergoes
angle at which the student looks up to see the apex? ! ! a constant particular acceleration  for a certain distance         
! ! ! ! ! ! !                up the ramp for a certain amount of time. 


